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Abstract—Online freelance software development (OFSD) is a significant part of the software industry and is a thriving online economy; a recent survey by Stack Overflow reported that nearly 15% are independent contractors, freelancers, or self-employed. Although security is an important quality requirement for the social sustainability of software, existing studies have shown differences in the way security issues are handled by developers working in OFSD compared to those working in organisational environments. This paper investigates the security culture of OFSD developers, and identifies significant themes in how security is conceived, practiced, and compensated. Based on in-depth interviews with 20 freelance (FL) developers, we report that (a) security thinking is evident in descriptions of their work, (b) security thinking manifests in different ways within OFSD practice, and (c) the dynamics of the freelance development ecosystem influence financial investment in secure development. Our findings help to understand the reasons why insecure software development is evident in freelance development, and they contribute toward developing security interventions that are tailored to the needs of freelance software developers.

General Summary—Online freelance software development (OFSD) is a significant part of the software industry and is a thriving online economy. Although security is an important quality requirement for the social sustainability of software, existing studies have shown differences in the way security issues are handled by developers working in OFSD compared to those working in organisational environments. Based on in-depth interviews with 20 freelance developers, this paper investigates the security culture of OFSD developers, and identifies significant themes in how security is conceived, practiced, and compensated.

Index Terms—freelance software development, payment for security, security, developer, software development in society, societal challenges of secure software development

I. INTRODUCTION

Professional software developers work in environments characterised by factors such as geographic location, organisational culture, and employment status. In the 2022 Stack Overflow survey of over 70,000 developers worldwide, nearly 15% of developers were independent contractors, freelancers, or self-employed [1]. With a 5% increase since the previous year, and with a sharp rise in demand during the Covid pandemic period [2], online freelance software development (OFSD) is now a significant part of the software industry. OFSD is performed by self-employed workers who have a task-based association with the employer [3], often made through online commercial platforms such as Toptal and Upwork.

Software development is considered to be among the most demanding jobs in the online freelance community [4]. Although most of the highly-skilled workforce – including software developers – in online freelance communities comes from developing countries, the demand is global; SMEs and individual contractors from advanced economies often outsource relatively small to medium projects and tasks to developing countries in order to benefit from a lower-paid and skilled workforce [4]. Freelance software developers work in diverse socio-economic [5] and socio-technical [6] environments – a diversity that is at the heart of a range of innovations in the digital economy. Given the general shift toward a self-employed work model through freelancing [7], and the growing recognition that software vendors share responsibility with developers [8] for countering cyber-attacks, understanding how security is handled within software produced by the OFSD community has increasing societal importance.

Security is identified as an important quality requirement for the social sustainability of software [9]. Developer-centered security focuses on understanding how developers write secure code and facilitates the development of tools and techniques for the production of secure code [10]. However, security in freelance software development has received little attention. Existing work on security behavior of freelance developers [11], [12] and on understanding security in the freelance development ecosystem [13] notes that freelance software developers produce more insecure code and holds them accountable for it [13].

Existing studies have reported that freelance software developers often fail to pay full attention to security issues in their code (e.g., [11], [14], [12] – discussed more fully in Related Work). However, while the OFSD population is identified as less attentive to security in code, the different circumstances under which freelance developers produce code, compared to employee developers, and nuances in their security thinking are less well explored. Following the premise that developers’ approaches to software security depend on their culture, priorities, values and practices [15], our research questions in this work are:

- How do freelance developers think about security in their code? Is security a concern they address or not? Why?
- How do individual freelance developers operationalise their security thinking in practice? Do they have common meth-
ods/strategies for handling security?

- How do freelance developers expect to be compensated for their effort in improving security?

To address these questions, we conducted video-conference interviews with 20 online freelance software developers and a thematic analysis [16] focusing on how security is understood and handled in OFSD.

II. RELATED WORK

This section reviews existing empirical studies of the freelance software community (clients and/or developers) that reported secure coding.

A. Characterising freelancers

Freelancers work outside the commitment of a full-time office worker, and can be seen as having the freedom to choose their job, but little or no job security. Shevchuk and Strebkov [17] identify different types of freelancers based on their working patterns; genuine freelancers who work exclusively as freelancers, moonlighters who also hold regular jobs, and entrepreneurs who also run small businesses. Their work studies value-shifts in freelancers based on their working patterns. Sison and Lavilles [18] identify different stages of online freelance software development which include noob (i.e., beginners who are starting to venture in OFSD), rockstar (i.e., an experienced online freelance software developer), and super-rockstar (i.e., those who maximize the available opportunities and offer work to others and gain profit from such offerings). In another paper, Lavilles and Sison [19] report six main concerns of online freelance software developers in the Philippines, which include “uncertainty and transitions, trust and work agreements, reputation and client relationships, accomplishing tasks, platforms and software support, and work practices” (p.6). These working patterns, work stages and concerns of online freelance software developers clearly distinguish the demographics of freelance developers from those of employee developers.

B. Security in freelance development

Security is often neglected if not reflected properly “in the communicative and collaborative structures of the organization” (p.1, [20]). Haq et al.’s [21] survey of 162 clients from freelancing platforms showed that security has the highest impact on client satisfaction – but did not report whether freelance developers are (made) aware of this.

Studies on how freelance software developers address security looked at how developers code and how they review code. Naiakshina et al. [11] and Bau et al. [12] studied how developers write code. Naiakshina et al. [11] hired 49 freelance developers for a web development project and reported that “a number of freelance developers did not feel responsible for security” (p.1) and did not attend to security. Their findings showed that freelance developers tended not to store passwords securely until they were asked to do so explicitly. They also reported that payment levels had no significant effect on the security of code. This confirmed findings reported earlier by Bau et al. [12], which highlighted that the price ranges of project-completion had no significant effect on projects’ vulnerability rates. Freelancers, compared to startups, produced significantly more vulnerable code and tended to be less reliable in delivering projects on time [12].

Some studies (e.g., [22], [14] and [23]) asked developers to review code. Edmundson et al. [22] recruited 30 freelance developers to conduct a manual security review of a small web application with the aim of identifying metrics useful in predicting effectiveness of the reviewers. The study did not find any significance related to developers’ years of experience, education, or opinion of how well they performed on the code reviews.

Danilova et al. [14] recruited freelancers to review password-storage code snippets. The study reported similar behavior to Naiakshine et al. [11], i.e., most of the freelance developers did not report security issues with password storage. The participants who reported security issues were prompted to think about security. When participants were asked explicitly if they felt responsible for end-users’ security when writing or reviewing code, most agreed that they did, but the evaluation of their code review report showed that they did not notice security issues in vulnerable code snippets.

Rauf et al. [23] conducted an empirical study with 124 freelance developers to investigate secure engagement when participants reviewed code. The study found that freelance developers think about security when engaging with code, but that each thinks differently from others.

Inspired by this prior work, the study reported here interviewed participants in order to understand the freelance software developers’ perspectives on security and to identify evidence and characteristics of security thinking, that is, of their attitudes and practices regarding secure coding.

III. THE STUDY

The study, approved by the OU’s ethics committee, involved semi-structured interviews with 20 active online freelance software developers. Interviews are often used to study developers’ practices and opinions [24]. For example, Xie et al. [25] interviewed “15 professional software developers to understand their perceptions and behaviors related to software security” (p.1), and Balebako et al. [26] conducted “a series of interviews with 13 app developers to obtain rich qualitative information about privacy and security decision-making” (p.1). The study was coordinated and conducted online using tools such as email, Qualtrics (www.qualtrics.com) and Zoom (https://zoom.us) and consisted of a brief (5-minute) background questionnaire, and a 30- to 45-minute interview.

The study was conducted in three steps. First, those who expressed interest in participating in the study were sent a link to the information sheet and consent form. Second, participants who completed the consent form were sent a link to a 5-minute background questionnaire (concerning programming experience, work background and general demographics) along with time-slots for the interview. Third, a one-to-one online interview was conducted with each of the participants.
All the interviews were audio-recorded using Zoom and stored anonymously on secure servers. Participation in the study was voluntary. Each participant was given a £10 Amazon voucher, and entered in a prize draw for an additional £50 Amazon voucher for one participant.

A. Interview structure

At the outset, we encouraged participants to think of the last project they completed and delivered, and to answer every question first thinking about that project and then whether this is what their general work practice is in other projects. Encouraging the participant to think about a specific project first served as an anchor point to help them recall their working practices. We started with general questions about the types of projects on which the participant works and the software qualities the developer prioritizes. We enquired about how the developer generally negotiates with clients. This was followed by more specific questions on how security is handled in projects and in interactions with the client.

The questions on each topic were structured using the funnel technique [27], which offers a general-to-specific approach for acquiring information from the interviewee in a systematic manner. The interview follows a sequence of questions for each topic: “Open questions are used to obtain a general description of the expert’s approach to the task. They are followed by probing questions which delve into a specific section of the experts description. If necessary, the knowledge engineer elicits even more specific information by using closed questions to verify and clarify the knowledge base. The information is summarized and a transition moves the interview to the next subject area.” (p. 34) The intention is to exhaust each area of enquiry before moving on to the next area.

The interview protocol is available online at: http://bit.ly/3YxLcdS. All of the participants were debriefed at the end of the interview regarding our interest in understanding security culture in the freelance software development community.

B. Recruitment

We aimed to recruit 20 freelance software developers for the 30- to 45-minute interviews online. We considered this a reasonable sample size. First, as found by Guest et al. [28], data saturation is typically reached within the first 12 interviews in qualitative research. Second, longer interviews are impractical because freelance developers consider performing online jobs as a source of income [29]. Finally, analysing recorded interviews that are significantly longer than 900 minutes becomes prohibitive. We recruited participants via convenience sampling [30]. The study was advertised through social networks and personal contacts, including relevant professional groups on LinkedIn and Facebook. Snowballing was also used; participants were requested to ask other freelancers to participate without disclosing interview details.

Participants were told that the aim of the interview was to understand how software development is carried out in OFSD communities. Participants were not informed a priori that the interview sought to understand their security thinking and practices. This provided an unprompted view of how security manifests in their conversations. However, if participants did not mention security in the first 15 minutes, they were asked explicitly if security is a concern for them.

C. Demographics

As shown in Figure 1, participants were predominantly male (95%), and all the participants had graduate or post-graduate degrees. Participants were primarily between 25 and 34 years old. Geographically, the participants were mostly South Asians. Other countries included Egypt, Kyrgyzstan and France. These demographics are in line with the profile of freelancers identified earlier in the literature with respect to sex [4], age [31] and geography [4].

Figures 2 and 3 show that the majority of the participants are highly experienced developers: Python and JavaScript are their primary programming languages. All were educated formally and had been working freelance for 2 to 5 years, and they had worked on 2 to 5 freelance projects in the previous
year, upwork.com was their most-frequent freelancing platform. The majority regarded income from freelance work as either a primary or regular source of income. We consider this an indication that the participants took their freelance projects seriously. Most participants had worked in teams, mostly small teams. Almost half had worked with developers they had met in person before. Overall, the participant demographics represent a range of experience and backgrounds.

D. Work Profile

Figure 4 shows that participants’ projects were mainly web and app development. Most participants identified functionality, efficiency and usability among the most important qualities of the software they develop.

![Fig. 3. Developer Profile (Part 2) (a) Freelance Platform (b) Income (c) Team (d) Team Size (e) Role in team (f) Knowing team members - All values are Percentages](image)

IV. Analysis of Security Themes in OFSD

We conducted thematic analysis [16] of the open responses using Atlas.ti (https://atlasti.com). All 20 interviews were first transcribed in Microsoft Word and then checked and corrected by the first author, who also carried out all the interviews, and was therefore well-prepared to analyse the transcripts qualitatively, as suggested by Braun and Clarke [32]. In the initial phase of analysis, the interview transcripts were read repeatedly in an active manner, i.e., text was coded and re-coded as the understanding of the text became clear. Initial themes were identified and refined. Themes were then grouped semantically. The analysis was reviewed periodically by one of the co-authors working independently. She looked at the categorised data (returning to the raw data as necessary) and raised any concerns, which were discussed and resolved before the next iteration of the analysis.

After this inductive analysis, all of the authors considered what the identified themes revealed with respect to the three research questions. That meta-grouping was then used as a structuring device for reporting the findings. Hence, the three sections that follow align with the three research questions, although the underlying findings were reached inductively.

V. Presence of Concern for Security

This theme investigates whether security is a concern for freelance developers, and do they act on it? In cases where security is recognised as an explicit concern, we identified the possible reasons for the developers’ concern, the situations in which security was treated as low-priority despite their concern for it, and the ways in which they attended to security if they considered it a concern. In cases where participants said explicitly that security was not a concern for them, we examined the possible reasons for that too. Fig. 5 summarises this theme and its sub-themes.

A. ‘Security is a concern’

15 of the 20 participants stated explicitly that security concerns arise in their work. Without being prompted by the interviewer, 9 participants recounted that they brought up security and code quality when negotiating with clients. The other 6 participants (of the 15) were asked about security when they did not mention it during the first 15 minutes of the interviews. They stated that security is a concern for them in their projects and discussed how they address it. The 5 participants who said explicitly that they are not concerned about security are discussed in sub-section B.

1) Reasons for security concern among FL developers:

Participants spoke about different reasons that motivate them to take security seriously.

**Internal Motivation:** Some developers are motivated by their concern for users of the applications (e.g., FL1) while others previously had a bad experience with insecure software they developed (e.g., FL15). FL1 showed concern for his users saying: “So I’m also thinking what happens to my users...when they will start using the platform? So when we are designing the architecture at that time, we give a huge priority to the security. It is the main concern, and it is a strict instruction to our quality assurance in testing team that you need to try to break the things as much as possible.” FL15 previously had a DDoS attack on his application and had to troubleshoot and fix the security loophole. Due to this, he said, he attends to security in his software projects.

**External Requirements:** Some developers showed concern for security due to the requirements set out by their clients...
Others paid attention to security because of app store policies. FL18 said: “Security is the main thing, like we do prioritise it, so we are never going to compromise security – and even we can’t, because see whenever you have to upload any app on Android Store or App Store, so the rules and regulations are also strict nowadays. So we must follow that rules.” FL12 considers security an important concern, because he works on medical apps that need to be HIPAA-compliant to be in app stores. On the other hand, FL19 works in government projects in which independent auditors are hired to ensure projects comply with different standards and security requirements. The project FL2 worked on also has independent code reviewers who may identify security loopholes.

**Type of Project:** Some participants attend to security if they are working on security-critical projects such as antivirus projects (FL11) or projects that have large financial penalties if the system is compromised (FL9). Both FL11 and FL12 said that security issues are not a concern for small projects and noted that clients start thinking about security only when projects have large numbers of users.

2) **Reasons for insufficient security:** Participants identified various reasons why security measures turn out to be insufficient, including lack of trust by the clients, their unwillingness to pay the time and financial costs, and their apparent lack of concern for data privacy.

**Lack of Trust:** Participants often feel a lack of trust especially when communicating with clients who may not be aware of security risks and implications. FL16 pointed out that non-technical clients do not talk about security issues and FL3 said: “We let them know that it’s insecure in this many ways. And if the [non-technical] clients find this useful, they can understand it. But they do not often agree with us, because they [think] we are finding ways for earning money.”

**Lack of Resources:** Many participants considered lack of money and time as important reasons why they often have to compromise on security. Some participants stated that security requires extra effort (e.g., FL3, FL8, FL6), and hence it costs more – which clients are often unwilling to pay (e.g., FL3, FL13, FL16, FL9). FL10 believed that clients’ priorities are time and money, which can compromise quality. FL10 compared his full-time office job to freelance projects, saying that he has more time in his office job to write good code. On the other hand, if he has an approaching deadline in his freelance project, then he “[doesn’t] really see or care about the structure of the code”. Similarly, FL3 said that security needs more time but can be ignored in rapid development, as it is not the main concern of the client.

**Adherence to privacy policy:** Many participants mentioned that their advice on security is often not heeded by their clients, due to apparent concerns about sharing data with third parties. FL4: “...in the previous project, ... we ask the client to deploy this solution [on] AWS [as] you know, we have the inherited security in the AWS cloud. But the client was not ready to do that because they thought that there will be some kind of privacy issue. So they wanted to deploy on their own server. So we had to accept it. In that case we compromise on security.”

3) **Handling security trade-offs:** In cases where participants had concerns for security but they were not discussed or prioritized during development, participants did what they regarded as fulfilling basic responsibility for ensuring security.

**Informing the client:** Some freelance developers (FL13, FL20, FL18, FL15, FL14, FL3) expressed their concern for security by initiating discussions about security with non-technical clients who may not be aware of security concerns.

**Using development frameworks:** Some developers changed their development framework for security reasons. FL2 said: “I started my freelance development with WordPress, and when there were security concerns, I actually drifted away from it because it is open source and the community keeps updating it regularly. It was very difficult for me to keep up with it.” Thus FL2’s concern for security was coupled with his concern...
about being able to use the development framework securely, leading him to drift away from WordPress. In contrast, FL20 uses the WordPress framework as it is easy to use and does not require programming expertise, yet he is aware that WordPress has vulnerabilities that hackers exploit. His concern for security is evident in how he makes up for using an insecure framework by adopting working practices that circumvent the framework’s weaknesses, i.e., he stays up-to-date on security plugins and, if the client asks for secure software, he installs them on extra payment.

Attending to known issues: Some freelance software developers attend to security by following secure coding practices with which they are familiar. FL8 thinks that he does not compromise on security intentionally and will not leave a dangerous vulnerability in code knowingly. FL11 also thinks that good coding habits come with experience and then one “cannot write bad code intentionally” if one has experience.

B. ‘Security is not a concern’

Some participants (e.g., FL10, FL11, FL8, FL9) expressed clearly that they do not worry about security when developing software projects. Their reasons are discussed below.

1) Security is a routine: Some participants (e.g., FL8, FL11) who said when asked that they are not concerned about security, seem to have a nuanced perception of security. They see some aspects of security as being routine, but other aspects that require adopting particular security protocols and standards are treated differently.

2) Reliance on development tools: Some participants are satisfied they are already doing secure development which comes from using the right tools. FL11 said: “I do not really care about security … software development is more about choosing the right libraries and technologies – if a library is not used by many developers, this means that it is not reliable”.

3) Freelancing platforms: Freelance developers’ perceptions of platforms often shape their prioritisation of security. F10 said: “I’m working on the fiver [platform], so the top priority is always about the money and the time; [clients] don’t really care about the quality”.

4) Project size: Some freelance developers (e.g., FL11) suggested that security is a concern only in bigger projects.

In summary, freelance developers are not oblivious to security concerns in their software projects. The concern for security manifests itself in their interaction with the clients, in the development tools they choose, and in the coding habits they practice. However, security may require extra effort and time, and thus cost more. Freelance developers often struggle to sell security to their clients. Still, security measures may turn out to be insufficient.

VI. OPERATIONALISE OF SECURITY THINKING IN OFSD

This theme identifies how freelance developers operationalise security thinking. It shows different perceptions of security by freelance developers and hence why it is difficult to get a common expectation of security from them. Although one participant, FL11, explicitly made a distinction between what he called basic and advanced security to explain how security is perceived, we identify this pattern of operationalising security in responses of other participants as well. Hence, we have adopted this distinction in explaining this theme. Basic security encompasses routine secure coding practices that are practiced without explicit requirements. On the other hand, advanced security requires specialist security expertise, where requirements need to be defined explicitly. Figure 6 shows this theme; its sub-themes are discussed below.

A. Basic security

This sub-theme discusses what participants considered as basic security, i.e., security that comes without explicit requirements. While some participants emphasize that freelance developers should ensure basic security, they often differ in what they mean by it.

1) Writing secure code: Some participants (e.g. FL1, FL11, FL15, FL16, FL19) expressed that secure development comes with experience and should not need separate discussion with the client. These participants did not consider security as something separate from development. FL11 said: “Like more years you get into the code, uh, your coding habits change... If your coding habit is good enough, like you have spent years of experience in doing the development, then you are,

![Fig. 6. Theme 2: Operationalising Security Thinking in OFSD](image-url)
in any case, going to write the right code and just avoid those vulnerabilities.” FL11 also thought that secure code development is a habit that comes with experience, and that developers who write good and secure code over the years do not need extra effort and time to address basic security, because “your mind doesn’t let you do that.”

FL1 said that security does not need a separate discussion with the client, as it should be present in all the development modules: “Actually, [security] is not a separate topic … Let’s say we have 10 modules for each of the products. So [security] is not going to be discussed with the client or anybody because it should be available with all the possible modules.” FL19 worked in a small team and considered security part of their development activities. FL16 said that security requires just writing the same code with some extra checks and conditions, which does not increase the cost of the project much.

2) Following secure practices: Some participants defined basic security as following secure practices in software development. However, when asked, they varied in what they considered basic security to be.

Some participants (e.g., FL10, FL11) thought that saving passwords securely is a basic security practice. FL11 considered encryption of passwords as an example of basic security practice that, like other basic security parameters, should be implemented by the freelance developer without explicit security requirements.

Other secure practices identified by participants included the use of secure libraries (FL10), implementing authentication and authorization (FL8), masking links to frameworks that the developer considers vulnerable to attacks (FL20), applying Google reCaptcha (FL20), limiting logins (FL20), and considering how secure the server is (FL8).

3) Relying on framework security: For many participants, basic security was only about using the right tools and development frameworks; they relied on the security of development frameworks they use in order to ensure they comply with basic security. Their reasoning and strategies are discussed below.

Reasons to rely on framework security: It is a recommended practice for novice developers to rely on framework security rather than writing their own code [34]. Inexperienced developers can rely on popular, established tools and frameworks to address security concerns in their projects. FL9 thought that using the most common technologies like Django can help less-experienced developers to implement securely. FL11 thought that security is about choosing the right libraries and technologies, based on the standards they follow.

Many developers rely heavily on built-in security provided by development frameworks, because doing both functional development and ensuring security of applications is double the work. FL8 said that, as Django web developers, they rely on the framework since it is hard to both write code and ensure security, which is a job of testers. Since FL18 considered himself a professional Django web developer, he and other developers that he works with “do really not care about security”. They just take care of user permissions and prioritization and also about understanding malicious requests.

Some participants find it difficult to stay up-to-date with the changing security landscape. They thus rely on frameworks to ensure they are handling basic security. In order to stay up-to-date with security, FL15 keeps himself updated on how the new version framework should be used: “…nowadays, every framework provides security measures. You have to take care about how to use that concept.” FL12 also relies on framework security. FL8 acknowledged that his security knowledge was not up to date but seeks refuge in knowing that Django takes care of most of the security vulnerabilities.

Coping with security challenges of frameworks: While many participants relied on framework security, we note that they made conscious decisions about choice of frameworks. Freelance developers replaced the development framework if they realized that it was vulnerable (e.g., FL2 and WordPress); or, if they could not replace it, they found a way to cope with its security challenges. Thus, most of the participants have trust/mistrust relationships with frameworks. FL20 preferred WordPress because it does not require programming knowledge to develop web applications. However, to deal with security issues, FL20 said that he masked WordPress links with their custom names to hide the WordPress framework from common attackers. Similarly, FL14 considered WordPress to be secure enough, but uses plugins if advanced security or security testing is required by the client.

B. Advanced Security

Participants thought that advanced security involves concerns that need to be discussed explicitly with the client and requires extra effort, payment, time and consent of the client.

FL15 thought advanced security is about data security. It comes with technologies that make data storage and transition secure, which should be addressed explicitly with the clients. FL14 used paid security plugins for WordPress in order to offer advanced security to clients, if they demanded it.

FL11 thought advanced security requires the role of security specialists in a project and more proactive development.

In summary, freelance developers expressed highly personal views of what basic security is and how security is manifest in their development practice. Even participants who stated explicitly that security is not their concern, when asked, showed some attention to security in their projects. They made conscious decisions on how they chose and used development frameworks. Moreover, some security practices were described as part of their routine activity. In the absence of adequate guidance on what basic security is in the OFSD context, freelance developers have formed their own understanding. This can lead to an erroneous belief that security is addressed adequately in their projects, a perception that may fall short of the basic security threshold maintained by other practicing freelance developers.

1It is worth noting that hashing, rather than encrypting, passwords is considered a safer design [33]. The issue of developers’ security knowledge and how it leads to insecure code is also reported in earlier studies [15].
When the quality or trust. He just accept my proposal now. I never demanded extra money. I'm not sure if the client would say, no, it's 50 or 60. As the time passed he said: "Actually, it's a part of the development. So whenever we [are] just architecting the project in the beginning, we try to keep everything in that." Freelancers may not charge extra for implementing security if they have time and want to learn something new. FL18 said: "If we have enough free time... and we are not having any other projects to handle, then yes, we do agree [to do security] that we will be gaining experience from that." Freelancers may not charge extra if it is a security practice with which they are comfortable, i.e., they consider it basic security. FL13 said: "Actually, it totally depends. If that is something in my hands, which can be implemented on the go, [I] don't charge extra."

2) Increase in number of hours: Participants charge for extra hours if they need to implement security beyond their usual (basic security) practices, such that it requires extra effort and time, or for a security-critical project that requires skills of a security specialist.

Beyond basic security: FL8 said that if he adds security, it is like adding new features, and he will just charge for more hours, as it would require extra effort and time. FL13 said: "[For security] I just charge for some extra hours, which I'm going to work on." FL14 also charges extra for security, depending on what features a client asks for beyond the basic security that he usually incorporates in his price at the start of the project. FL14 thought that clients should accept freelancers’ demand for extra payment to implement security: "You know, security is the prime thing in development; if someone is not focusing on that too, it is a real threat." FL16 suggested that secure development does not double the price of the project, but rather increases it by 10%-20%.

Security-critical project: Freelancers may charge extra for secure coding that requires the skills of security specialists for security-critical projects. FL15 considered secure programming as good programming practice that doesn’t need additional payment, as it should be normal practice. However, if it is a security-critical project, then FL15 said that extra charges would apply.
In summary, participants had different views on compensation for secure software development in the freelance environment. Time, money, and security skills are important resources that determine how secure programming is compensated. Some FL developers who do not have security skills and work on small, quick tasks categorise security as a specialised skill, and indicate that they will increase their hourly rate when they learn how to apply secure practices in software development. Others who practice basic security skills only charge for extra hours for adding advanced security features which they do not usually implement and which would require extra time and effort. Freelance developers feel that they need to make a convincing case for security to ask for additional compensation from the client. Most often clients agree to give time, however, freelance developers report that it is necessary to build a trust relationship with the client in order to convince clients to pay for security-related tasks. Participants expressed an ethical approach toward charging for security. If implementing security is part of their routine work and does not require extra effort and time, they do not charge extra for it. However, when it requires them to move out of their primary skillset and to work extra hours, they charge for it.

VIII. LIMITATIONS

This paper presents a qualitative data analysis of interviews with 20 freelance developers. This was a convenience sample, but we ensured that participants met basic criteria as freelance developers. Although overall the participant demographics demonstrate a range of experience and backgrounds, it is inherently a limited sample. For example, the majority of the participants were men. Earlier studies (e.g., [4]) on freelance developers report similar demographics, i.e., male developers are over-represented in the online job marketplaces. Another limitation is that participants are predominantly from India and Pakistan, which happen to be where many freelancers are based [4].

Nevertheless, we consider the participants to be a reasonable sample population of freelance developers, in the sense that they represent different scenarios in the freelance environment, i.e., freelance developers working alone or in teams of different sizes and types, with different programming and learning backgrounds, on different types of projects, using different freelance platforms, and with varying experience (number of years and projects) and income levels.

We sought primarily to understand the perspectives and practices of individual freelance software developers. Although we asked questions on whether the participants had worked in teams to understand their working dynamics, we did not investigate how security is handled in the software teams, nor look at how their collaboration models work to ensure that security is handled at all layers. This is a subject for future research.

Moreover, although our sample population represents freelance developers working in different scenarios, it is possible that freelance developers working with different programming languages and frameworks have different security practices and concerns. An interesting line of research is to compare security perspectives and concerns for different OFSD demographics, for example, NodeJs developers vs. Django developers, female developers vs. male developers and developers working in teams vs. developers working alone.

IX. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The work reported in this paper provides a descriptive account of the nuances of security perceptions held by freelance developers in order to better understand factors that may compromise their attention to secure software development. This section highlights broader themes that cut across our findings, situating each in relation to relevant literature, and suggesting implications for future research and activity.

A. Payment considerations in OFSD

Freelance software development encourages fixed-term and project-based association with the project owner. The project’s cost model defines what a developer is required to do and, by extension, how much effort a developer is willing to invest.

Costing in secure software development is an active area of research [35], with research in recent years focusing on the economics of secure software development, i.e., analyzing “software security in the context of business, management and finances” (p.5, [35]). Although, earlier studies (e.g., [11], [12]) with freelance developers reported that payment levels for security do not have significant effect on the security of code, our study addresses in more detail how developers’ own security perceptions relate to payment. Developers were found to vary in how they believed secure software development should be compensated, and in how they charged their clients.

Following this, we postulate that online freelance development offers additional socio-technical dynamics that should be considered in developing cost models for OFSD. Within socio-technical systems “tasks are distributed among human and technological components, which mutually affect each other in contingent ways” [6] (p. 1). In OFSD, different experience levels [17] and different working patterns [18] influence how freelance developers view compensation for security. Future research needs to address how social dynamics and economic instability of freelance developers influence the cost estimation models for security and propose possible solutions for handling any negative impacts on software security.

B. Client-freelancer relationship

Clients and freelance developers work together to produce secure software in a task-based relationship. Multiple engagements between a client and developer were reported to be accompanied by a growth in trust.

Establishing trust in online communities is an active area of research (e.g., [36], [37]). Toth et al. [38] conducted a survey with 127 freelancers to explore the relationship between trust and work engagement in a virtual community. Work-engagement has a strong link to meaningful work [39] and is defined as “a positive, fulfilling work-related state of mind that is characterized by vigor, dedication and absorption”
Many participants in this study reported experiences in interacting with non-technical clients, who in the absence of established trust relationships — interpreted efforts by the developer to improve the security of the software as an attempt to extract more money. However, we also noted that freelance developers see a change in clients’ attitudes and willingness to include payment for security once a relationship develops; the developers are perceived by clients to be trustworthy, and clients are willing to accept suggestions by the developer for additional work. We suggest that, in cases in which trust has not developed, the transactional, task-based association between freelance developers and clients may lead to security compromises. To counter this risk, in engagements in which trust has not been established, the freelance developer may require direct compensation for security tasks. Alternatively, the freelance community may benefit from the establishment of mechanisms within OFSD platforms that can promote trust between clients and developers.

C. Security interventions for freelance workers

Freelance developers come from a range of educational backgrounds and have different perceptions about what security implies in software development. This can have negative consequences. Prior work has shown that acquaintance with a security concept does not necessarily translate to meaningful engagement with code. For example, Acar et al. reported that 13% of developers studied perceived their code to be secure but actually produced insecure code [41]. Although variation in developers’ security knowledge is common in ‘employee’ developers as well, the company environment can be harnessed to support learning/development of its developer community. Research on different types of security intervention on ‘employee’ developers has explored how security behavior of developers can be improved over time through security awareness workshops [42], how developers can be encouraged to adopt security tools through peer networks [43], and whether security audits influence developers’ security behavior [44].

In contrast, while freelance software developers constitute an important segment of the developer community, there is not a corresponding motivation for companies to invest in or develop secure coding skills or security awareness within this group of workers. Interventions and training that will improve security practices within freelance communities are lacking. To help the broader developer community build secure, and hence more sustainable projects for society [9], security interventions and training must be tailored to support professional development within the rapidly growing online freelance software development industry.

D. Ambiguous security obligations

Freelance developers vary in whether they consider secure development to be a part of software development or whether it needs to be specified separately in project requirements. Moreover, those who consider it a part of software development, vary in which aspects of secure development ‘go without asking’. Due to the difference in how freelance developers interpret responsibility, and their varied security knowledge and skillsets, they look for explicit client requests for [11] and investment in secure development (i.e., payment, time) beyond their normal coding practices.

The responsibility of freelance software developers for producing secure software is important, as they use their skills and knowledge to develop applications which have direct or indirect impact on society [13]. However, they cannot be held responsible if they do not have control over their actions [45] – which are often constrained by the transactional nature of their work.

The analysis presented here suggests that freelance developers are not oblivious to their responsibility to write secure code. However, security is multi-valent in nature [46]; understood and implemented at various architectural levels (e.g., code-level, design-level); and has different aspects (e.g., password storage, authentication, secure data transmission). In the absence of explicit security requirements, developers address security in different ways [23]. The subtleties of obligations around security held by freelance developers in relation to companies must be better understood before freelance developers can be held accountable for producing insecure software. Like workers in other contexts [47], these developers require support to ensure that code is secure and sustainable.

X. Conclusion

The multivalent nature of security, when combined with unique dynamics of online freelance software development, raises issues which – if not attended to – lead to security compromises in freelance software development. To summarise our findings:

- Security thinking is evident in freelance developers’ descriptions of their work, and is both motivated internally and demanded externally.
- When security thinking is operationalised, there are key differences in how security issues are scoped by different developers. There is a lack of common understanding of what security implies.
- Finally, financial investment influences freelancers’ attention to secure coding. There is some expectation about compensation for secure software development, but only if it is seen as requiring specialist knowledge by the freelance developers.

These findings suggest some differences in the way freelance developers and employee developers handle security issues, and thus may require different approaches (such as tailored security interventions) to support their security practices – and help the developer community overall build more sustainable software for society.
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